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Momentary
WeightOperating

force

BLACK

RED

WHITE

LEFT RIGHT

BROWN

YELLOW

GREEN

1.

2.

3.

4.

Loosen the cam tightening screw (M6) 
using a Phillips screwdriver to detach the 
cam. Set the cam in place on the side in 
question. Tighten the screw to a torque of 
118 N to finish the work.
Procure the cord separately. (VCT 
equivalent with a diameter of φ8 to φ11)
Tighten the cord lead-out in place using the 
included seal connector (G1/2 screw).
Fix the internal wiring in place using a 
clamp to avoid contact with movable parts.

Replacement of the Can and 
Wiring Considerations

Cam Numbers and Workings
3-position free return (standard spec). The pedal is normally level; a step on its right side causes the left switch to go 
on while a step on its left side causes the right switch to go on.
2-position retention. A step on either left or right causes the switch to go on, and the resulting position is held (locked).
3-position retention. A step on either left or right causes the switch to go on. (The switch may be configured so that 
the resulting position may be level.)
2-position. The pedal normally moves (tilts) down on its right side. (The switch may be configured so that it may also 
move down on its left side.)

Cam Number and Roller Movement

for each side

for each side

Applicable sheath 
outside diameter:

Momentary
Protection Cover WeightOperating

force

(IP class as indicated or equivalent)

for each side

for each side

for each side

for each side

(gold clad contact)

Minimum Load

If marked ○, the type permits the use of the cover.

Applicable sheath 
outside diameter:

Applicable sheath 
outside diameter:

Alternate
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